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Hone had the pleasure of managing a pilot of Manager Essentials training, for a 
total of  of the program, from September 2019 through present. 



Hone rolled out a Manager Essentials with live sessions on:



During a series of 60-minute working sessions, Hone provided high quality 
service to the HR admins to customize the course content and case studies to 

align with the company’s mission, vision, values, and branding.

50 graduates

The Coaching Approach 
Build High Trust Relationships 

Delegate Like a Pro 
Give Feedback That Lands
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Hone has had the pleasure of running an ongoing program for Arkatechture 
since July 2021 – Manager Bootcamp 101 – for a total thus far of 

Manager Core 101 Sessions: 



17 
participants. 



Coaching I

Build High Trust Relationships


Give Feedback That Lands 

Lead Highly-Effective 1:1s



For these programs, Hone has received extremely positive feedback from learners, including:

4.6/5
rating of the overall 

experience of the program

100%
of participants agreed the 

sessions were a good use of time

71%
Direct Reports saw significant 

improvement in their manager’s leadership

What learners had to say about their program:

“It had the perfect amount of 
interactivity to keep everyone 

engaged.”

“Appreciate the facilitation and 
participation encouragement.”



The Company
Headquartered in London, this international payments company 
aims to make the world a more financially inclusive place by giving 
people a simple, fast, safe, and secure way to send money to family 
and friends located anywhere in the world. 



While traditional international payment services require customers to 
rely on brick-and-mortar banks or pay costly fees to send funds 
overseas, the company’s platform gives users the ability to send funds 
on-the-go from a computer or smartphone, for a fraction of the cost. 



Today, the company and its 1,000+ employees serve more than 130 
countries and over 70 currencies from its four global offices. But the 
company doesn’t plan to stop there: it plans to continue its ambitious 
growth trajectory in order to achieve its mission of empowering 
everyone to financially assist their loved ones by helping them afford 
bills, healthcare, education, and more.


The Company
Hone provides leadership training for managers of Arkatechture, an 
information technology company that delivers SaaS BI solutions to 
integrate all data sources and provide a suite of executive dashboards 
and advanced analytics.



For this Case Study, we met with the project admin Lisa Gleason, People 
Operations Manager, to review the company’s experience with Hone.



“I would definitely recommend Hone from the feedback I received from 
all of our employees taking classes. It's, no doubt, a great learning tool 
that a company can offer their employees, for sure. People are excited 
to share what they’ve learned.”



– Lisa Gleason, People Operations Manager



* name changed

“Before I came into the role, 
there was literally no monthly 
manager enablement. Many 
managers didn't know what 
good leadership looked like and 
lacked a sense of what skills 
made someone a good 
manager,” said Rebecca. 



“For us, manager training was 
not just about delivering 
training hours. It was mission-
critical to the business that we 
actually deliver lasting 
behavioral change.”

Thanks to a new funding round and increasing customer demand, the company’s team quickly 

expanded. When the company’s Head of Learning and Performance Management, Rebecca*, joined 

the team, the company had 100 managers. 



With the 

team expanding so rapidly, the company needed a way to teach new managers the knowledge and 

skills they needed to lead a team – and given their aggressive hiring roadmap, these managers needed 

to be ready in just three months. This was no small task, especially since engagement survey results 

showed that the company’s manager scores were below industry average.



 Rebecca knew she needed three key 

elements to establish a successful L&D strategy: 


By the end of her first six months in the role, that number had grown to 250 managers. 

To address the company’s leadership skills gap, quickly upskill new managers, and create a training 

program that could keep up with the company’s growth,

The Challenge

1.



2.




3.

* name changed

As a fast-growing technology company, Arkatechture had several first-time managers that could 

benefit from formal training aside from what the company offered. The practice of “learning as you 

go” left personnel without the tools they needed for effective leadership. They needed a program 

that provided support and taught influential management, employee-relationship building, and 

leadership skills.



The company encouraged formal instruction from outside sources but wanted to unify the 

management style of both new and existing managers, so Lisa and the Arkatechture team sought 

external management training that matched their business style and direction.



To address the company’s need for management instruction and integration, Lisa knew 

Arkatechture needed a training solution that could:





•	Be tailored to pair with their management style and the direction the company is heading.


•	Offer engaging fundamentals and principles that benefit both inexperienced and experienced 

managers.


•	Provide an ongoing learner experience via flexible, learner-led classes that employees can 

acess remotely and consistently.

The Challenge



The Solution
When Rebecca found Hone’s four-week Manager Essentials training program, she knew it “ticked all the boxes.” The 
program was made up of four live online classes led by an expert facilitator in which employees could learn and practice 
core management skills, like leading effective 1-on-1s, giving feedback, listening deeply, and asking powerful questions. 



No matter how good the content is, it’s no secret that off-the-shelf solutions are not effective when they don’t factor in 
corporate culture and context, which is why the first step of any engagement involves partnering with Hone’s seasoned 
learning experience team. 



In Rebecca’s case, we took Hone’s science-backed Manager Essentials curriculum and tailored it specifically to new managers’ 
needs, with case studies and content that would strongly resonate with the challenges of managing at a hyper-growth startup. 



Once the program’s curriculum was finalized, Hone’s account management team helped handle program administration, 
enabling Rebecca to spend less time scheduling classes and more time on strategy. This included managing all program 
deployment tasks -- such as class scheduling, rescheduling, and calendar invites – saving Rebecca the headache of 
accommodating 153 manager’s schedules across four different time zones. 


Quick, Easy, and Scalable Program Rollout 



The Solution
After diligent research, Arkatechture picked Hone’s leadership training program for three main reasons: 1) It fit the above criteria, 2) They knew Hone 
offered the support their management team needed, and 3) Hone offered a post-program Membership, that included ongoing live learning classes that 
managers could attend on their own time for continued upskilling and growth. As the project admin, Membership made Lisa very happy because it 
meant employees could access live classes via Membership even if they weren’t part of a core proviate program. 



“I was originally looking just for a four-class boot camp, and what I got completely exceeded our expectations.”



Hone and Arkatechture share the idea that employees flourish in a culture of self-driven improvement, which is why Membership resonated with their 
team. With Hone Membership, learners had access to 20+ live monthly classes that they could join at their convenience. These classes served to 
reinforce skills from their Core Program, and also upskilled them in areas of opportunity. At Arkatechture, ongoing access to live learning also became a 
huge motivator for Individual Contributors eager to gain management skills.



“Some managers are saying, ‘Hey, I'd really love for my employee to have a Hone access membership. They're taking on more leadership and 
mentoring opportunities, so it would be great for them to be able to have access to it too, even though they're not a manager.”



Putting this belief into practice, Arkatechture offered Hone access to all managers and employees who also benefited from the training.


Hone Membership Meant a Continued Learning Experience for All 






Live, Virtual Training Saves the Day 



Membership for Reinforcement and Upskilling 



One of Arkatechture’s goals is to remain cutting edge and competitive in the hiring landscape, so Learning and Development training was a must-
have. 



However, Lisa knew that it would be difficult to implement in-person management training with multiple busy schedules and amid the Covid 
quarantine. Hone’s virtual program made it easy for managers to find time to complete classes no matter where they worked.



“We just wanted to help our managers get on the same page as to how we manage, do so effectively, and build strong employee relations and 
connections.” 




Lisa reiterated that Hone Membership reinforced what they learned from the boot camp program, and employees enjoyed selecting other topics 
that interested them.



“A lot of times, you go through boot camp, and then that's it. But by having the additional membership classes, employees are able to take the 
same classes to reinforce, or they can pick and choose something that might be effective and important in their own learning.



People have different interests as far as skills they want to sharpen. [Hone] put the power in the manager's hand to say, ‘This is a class I want 
to take,’ or ‘This is something that I'm interested in learning more about,’ or ‘This is a challenge that I'm facing with my team,’ and take a class 
on it.”





Conclusion
The Arkatechture team agreed that Hone’s boot camp classes are helpful, and that Hone Membership was an added bonus. 



Lisa expounded, “We've been really, really happy. I can't think of any negative feedback that we've gotten from any of the classes. People are 
excited to share what they've learned.”



The staff’s implementation of the program’s instruction is the most noticeable aspect for Lisa.



“They tried using some of the tips [from] their training in their conversations with their reports. I think that is probably the biggest return on 
investment because you immediately get to see the impact in a clear way. You are using tools exactly in the way that they were given to be able to 
see how it's returned by the employee that is reporting to you.”




The company plans to continue to implement the Hone program. Lisa disclosed, “We actually made it a requirement that managers should take at 
least one Hone class per quarter. It’s had a super positive impact.”



Immediate Positive Return on Investment



Membership Moving Arkatechture Forward
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